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Online search
• Search space with an origin


• Immobile hider:  
at unknown position, (technical 
assumption: distance at least 1 
from origin)


• Mobile searcher:  
initially at origin. Many cost 
models (turning cost, exploring 
known area is free)


• Question:  
how to measure efficiency  
of a search strategy ?
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Application: demining
• You know: A single mine is set in some crossing of a road network


• You don’t know: where


• Demining a road segment takes some time


• Walking along demined roads takes no time


• In what order should you proceed ?

mine is 
here

demined so far

start here



Application:  
scheduling heuristics

• You are given a problem 
instance I


• and a fixed number of 
heuristics for this problem, 
with the promise that one will 
eventually succeed on I.  
But you don't know which 
one, and after how many CPU 
cycles.
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Considered variant:
cow path problem: 

• there is juicy grass on the other side of the fence

• cow is at position 0,  
fence has an opening at position y with |y|≥1  
(sign(y) is unknown to the cow)

• strategy: 1≤ x0, x1, x2, x3, …. with xi ≥ xi-2

• Standard measure:  
competitive ratio := distance walked by cow / |y|

0y x0-x1 x2-x3 x4



Considered variant:
cow path problem: 

• strategy: 1≤ x0, x1, x2, x3, …. with xi ≥ xi-2

• worst case: y = xn + ε for some n

• distance walked by cow = 2(x0+...+xn+1)+xn+ ε

• competitive ratio is at least 9  
doubling strategy (xi=2i) achieves 9

0y x0 x2 x4-x1-x3



Problem has long history
• Initially proposed by Bellman and Beck (1963) in a Bayesian context


• First solved by Beck and Newman : optimal competitive ratio of 9


• Many papers by Beck in 70’s, 80’s, 90’s


• [Gal 72, 74] : solution to the m-ray problem


• Rediscovered in  [Baeza-Yates et al, 96]


• Many variants :


• Multiple searchers	 [Lopez-Ortiz and Schuierer 02]


• Turn cost	 [Demaine et al 04], [Angelopoulos et al 17]


• Randomized strategies	 [Kao et al 96]


• Probabilistic search	 [Jaillet and Stafford 01]


• Weighted targets	 [Angelopoulos and Panagiotou 16]


• Distance bounds 	 [Bose et al 13] .... and many others

Competitive ratio



Set of optimal strategies
• Characterization of search strategies with optimal competitive ratio


• Situation similar to the paging problem, where LRU and say FIFO 
have the same optimal ratio. Motivated the study of bijective analysis.

Competitive ratio
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For the lower bound, consider a strategy Yi = (yi
0

, yi
1

, . . .), for which yi
0

= xi≠1

+ xi≠2

+ ”
(the values of yi

j for j ”= 0 are not significant, as long as Yi is a valid strategy). Clearly,
D(Yi, xi≠1

+ xi≠2

+ ”) = xi≠1

+ xi≠2

+ ”. Therefore, (2) implies

dr(X, Yi) Ø sup
”œ(0,xi≠xi≠2]

2
qi≠1

j=0

xj + xi≠2

+ ”

xi≠1

+ xi≠2

+ ”
=

2
qi≠1

j=0

xj + xi≠2

xi≠1

+ xi≠2

. (6)

The lower bound on dr(X, �) follows from dr(X, �) Ø supiœNú dr(X, Yi). J

In particular, note that for i = 2, Theorem 2 shows that for any strategy X,

dr(X, �) Ø 3x
0

+ 2x
1

x
0

+ x
1

Ø 2.

We will show that there exist strategies with discovery ratio arbitrarily close to 2, thus
optimal for �. To this end, we will consider the geometric search strategy defined as
G– = (1, –, –2, . . .), with – > 1.

I Lemma 3 (Appendix B). For G– defined as above, we have dr(G–, �) = 2–2
+–≠1

–2≠1

.

In particular, Lemma 3 shows that the discovery ratio of G– tends to 2, as – æ Œ,
hence G– has asymptotically optimal discovery ratio. However, we can show a stronger
result, namely that G– achieves the optimal trade-o� between the discovery ratio and the
competitive ratio. This is established in the following theorem, whose proof is based on
results by Gal [21] and Schuierer [30] that, informally, lower-bounds the supremum of an
infinite sequence of functionals by the supremum of simple functionals of a certain geometric
sequence. We also note that the competitive ratio of G– is known to be equal to 1 + 2 –2

–≠1

(and is minimized for – = 2).

I Theorem 4 (Appendix B). For every strategy X œ �, there exists – > 1 such that
dr(X, �) Ø 2–2

+–≠1

–2≠1

and cr(X) Ø 1 + 2 –2

–≠1

.

Note, however, that although G–, with – æ Œ has optimal discovery ratio, its competitive
ratio is unbounded. Furthermore, strategy doubling © G

2

has optimal competitive ratio
equal to 9, whereas its discovery ratio is equal to 3. This motivates the topic of the next
section.

3 The discovery ratio of competitively optimal strategies

In this section we focus on strategies in �
9

, namely the set of competitively optimal strategies.
For any strategy X œ �

9

, it is known that there is an infinite set of linear inequalities that
relate its search segments, as shown in the following lemma (see, e.g, [23]). For completeness,
we include a proof in the appendix.

I Lemma 5 (Appendix C). The strategy X = (x
0

, x
1

, x
2

, . . .) is in �
9

if and only if its
segments satisfy the following inequalities

1 Æ x
0

Æ 4, x
1

Ø 1 and xn Æ 3xn≠1

≠
n≠2ÿ

i=0

xi, for all n Ø 1.

We now define a class of strategies in �
9

as follows. For given t œ [1, 4], let Rt denote the
strategy whose search segments are determined by the linear recurrence

x
0

= t, and xn = 3xn≠1

≠
n≠2ÿ

i=0

xi, for all n Ø 1.
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doubling xi=2i

agressive xi=4(i+1)2i



Alternative measures

• Max/Max ratio [Ben-David, Borodin 94]
• Loose Competitiveness [Young 94]
• Diffuse Adversary [Koutsoupias Papadimitriou 00]
• Random Order Ratio [Kenyon 96]
• Relative Worst Order Ratio [Boyar Favrholdt 03]
• Paging with locality of reference

• Access Graph Model [BIRS 95]
• Concave Analysis [Albers, Farvhold, Giel 05]
• Adequate Analysis [Panagiotou, Souza  06]

• [Dorrigiv Lopez-Ortiz 05]: A survey of Performance Measures for On-line 
Algorithms.  ACM SIGACT News

for online algorithms in general



Our new measure

• Discovery time  
D(x,L) := time it takes for strategy x to discover a segment of length L


• Intuitively we prefer strategies with small discovery times. Inversely 
they explore more in the same time.


• Should help us to distinguish among optimal strategies with respect 
to the competitive ratio

0y L



How to compare two strategies 
under this measure ?

• In this example agressif seems 
to dominate doubling, but not 
for all lengths L.


• What happens for L∈[44,48],  
is it seldom?

 1

agressif doubling

1 1 1 1

2 2 3 0.666666666666667

3 3 4 0.75

4 4 8 0.5

5 9 9 1

6 10 10 1

7 11 17 0.647058823529412

8 12 18 0.666666666666667

9 13 19 0.684210526315789

10 14 20 0.7

11 15 21 0.714285714285714

12 16 22 0.727272727272727

13 17 35 0.485714285714286

14 18 36 0.5

15 19 37 0.513513513513513

16 20 38 0.526315789473684

17 37 39 0.948717948717949

18 38 40 0.95

19 39 41 0.951219512195122

20 40 42 0.952380952380952

21 41 43 0.953488372093023

22 42 44 0.954545454545455

23 43 45 0.955555555555556

24 44 46 0.956521739130435

25 45 71 0.633802816901408

26 46 72 0.638888888888889

27 47 73 0.643835616438356

28 48 74 0.648648648648649

29 49 75 0.653333333333333

30 50 76 0.657894736842105

31 51 77 0.662337662337662

32 52 78 0.666666666666667

33 53 79 0.670886075949367

34 54 80 0.675

35 55 81 0.679012345679012

36 56 82 0.682926829268293

37 57 83 0.686746987951807

38 58 84 0.69047619047619

39 59 85 0.694117647058824

40 60 86 0.697674418604651

41 61 87 0.701149425287356

42 62 88 0.704545454545455

43 63 89 0.707865168539326

44 64 90 0.711111111111111

45 109 91 1.1978021978022

46 110 92 1.19565217391304

47 111 93 1.19354838709677

48 112 94 1.19148936170213

49 113 143 0.79020979020979

50 114 144 0.791666666666667

51 115 145 0.793103448275862

52 116 146 0.794520547945205

53 117 147 0.795918367346939

54 118 148 0.797297297297297

55 119 149 0.798657718120805

56 120 150 0.8

57 121 151 0.801324503311258

58 122 152 0.802631578947368

59 123 153 0.803921568627451

60 124 154 0.805194805194805

61 125 155 0.806451612903226

62 126 156 0.807692307692308

63 127 157 0.808917197452229

64 128 158 0.810126582278481

65 129 159

66 130 160

67 131 161

68 132 162

69 133 163

70 134 164

71 135 165

72 136 166

73 137 167

74 138 168

75 139 169

76 140 170

77 141 171
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No
• d*(L) is the optimal discovery time among 

strategies in Σ9. It is reached by the strategy 
xi=t(i+1)2i for some optimized t.


• There is no strategy in Σ9 that is optimal for all L.


• S=set of strategies, either all (Σ), or only 
strategies with optimal competitive ratio (Σ9)


• Denote D(x,L) := discovery time := time for x 
until it discovers a segment of length L


• Discovery ratio of a given strategy x against y 
is the ratio D(x,L) / D(y,L) maximized over L


• Discovery ratio DR(x,S) of a given strategy x 
is the ratio of x against y, maximized over all 
strategies y∈S.

L

L



Our results
• Discovery ratio DR(x,S) of a 

given strategy x is the ratio of x 
against y, maximized over all 
strategies y∈S.


• Results:  
DR(x,Σ9) ≥ 8/5 for all x∈Σ9 
DR(aggressive,Σ9) = 8/5 
DR(doubling,Σ9)=7/3


• If DR(x,Σ9)=8/5, then x coincides 
with agressive on the first 5 
steps, but not always on the 6th

S. Angelopoulos, C. Dürr and S. Jin 23:17

5. Fi+1(X) Ø Fi(Xk+1), for all k Ø 1,
then

sup
0Æi<Œ

Fi(X) Ø sup
0Æi<Œ

Fi(G–).

It is easy to see that both Fi(X) and F Õ
i (X) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 15 (this

also follows from Example 7.3 in [1]). Thus, there exists – defined as in the statement of
Theorem 15 such that

dr(X, �) Ø sup
i

Fi(G–) =
2

qi≠1
j=0 –j + –i≠2

–i≠1 + –i≠2 , and (11)

cr(X, �) Ø sup
i

F Õ
i (G–) = 1 + 2

qi+1
j=0 –j

–i
. (12)

It is easy to verify that if – = 1, then dr(X, �), cr(X, �) = Œ. We can thus assume that
– > 1, and thus obtain from (11), (12), after some manipulations, that

dr(X, �) Ø sup
i

2(–2 ≠ 1
–i≠2 ) + – ≠ 1
–2 ≠ 1 = 2–2 + – ≠ 1

–2 ≠ 1 , and

cr(X, �) Ø 1 + sup
i

2
qi+1

j=0 –j

–i
= sup

i
1 + 2

–2 ≠ 1
–i

– ≠ 1 = 1 + 2 –2

– ≠ 1 ,

which concludes the proof. J

Figure 1 depicts this tradeo�, as attained by the search strategy G– (see also Lemma 3).
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Figure 1 Illustration of the tradeo� between the competitive and discovery ratios in G–. Here,
each point corresponds to a value of – > 1.

C Omitted proofs of Section 3

Proof of Lemma 5. It is well-known that the competitive ratio of X is determined by
seeking, for all n Ø 0, a target that is placed at distances xn + ‘, where ‘ æ 0, and in the
same branch that is searched by X in iteration n, namely branch n mod 2; call this target
the n-th target. The cost incurred by X for locating the (n ≠ 1)-th target, where n Ø 1 is
equal to 2(

qn
i=0 xi) + xn≠1 + ‘, whereas the optimal cost is xn≠1 + ‘. From the definition of

the competitive ratio, and since ‘ æ 0, we obtain that

2
nÿ

i=0
xi + xn≠1 Æ 9 · xn≠1 ∆ xn Æ 3xn≠1 ≠

n≠2ÿ

i=0
xi.

CVIT 2016

wrt Σ

: xi=αi

Σ9 Σ
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